
ANGELIC WRITING ALPHABET

The Celestial Alphabet, also known as Angelic Script, is an alphabet described by Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa in the 16th
century. It is not to be confused with.

An Angelic Alphabet Some people believe that angels may prefer to communicate with humans in writing via
a special alphabet known as the Angelic Alphabet or the Celestial Alphabet. Commonly called the Honorian
Alphabet. Everything in our programmed reality moves in three's. Like the Celestial alphabet, this script is
also attributed an element Earth for modern occult practices. His guests were using golden goblets that his late
father, King Nebuchadnezzar, had stolen from a temple in Jerusalem. Later, when they read those written
messages, they try to figure out what the words mean. Inside these sacred symbols are inscribed upon
alchemically altered golden plates which line the the Ark of Grace, an actual physical object designed by the
Hierarchy to ground higher consciousness to the Earth. The Tree of Life contains the highest and strongest
frequency codes in the form of the Divine Names which the efforts of the Hierarchy have been able to obtain.
Angels write for a variety of reasons, but all of those reasons are steeped in the love they have for God and
human beings. But there are those who are here to correct that. MacGregor Mathers, and the script is used by
some contemporary occultists to represent the element of Spirit. The program's vibration is now out of
resonance or harmonic. Wagner, Walter H. The Talmud mentions in Hagiga 15a that God allowed Metatron to
sit down in his presence because Metatron is constantly writing: "Metatron, to whom was given permission to
sit down and write the merits of Israel. The higher intelligences, such as the Elohim creational forces, use this
blueprint to project the elements of life into creations such as the planet Earth through a grid system or matrix.
Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa on the other hand attributed it to Pietro d'Abano  He argued for a synthetic system
of magic that combined both the spiritual and natural world by human participation. In Judaism, the archangel
Metatron writes down the good deeds people do on Earth, as well as what happens in heaven, in the Book of
Life. Contemporary occult organizations and solitary practitioners still utilize Enochian script in their rituals
today. This alphabet, or series of symbol codes, is representative of the higher template for creation. This is
how the story goes about the Alphabet and the Angels This is an invitation to angels to work through a human
body to write their messages. According to Thoth the Archangelic language was used in the temples of ancient
Egypt. Agrippa said of those who practiced Kabbalah: "There is also amongst them writing which they call
Celestial because they show it placed and figured amongst the stars, no otherwise than the other astrologers
produce images of signs from the lineaments of stars. There are those who return to the great pyramid carrying
specific Ark Names comprised of 4 specific vocables put together from the Alphabet of the Ark. Enochian The
Enochian Script of John Dee and Edward Kelley was received through numerous visions during their work,
which consisted of invoking and commanding spirits. The slower vibration of the last tuning fork, is a perfect
image of the vibration of the higher tuning fork, but the rate of its vibration per unit of time has been slowed
down. What are angel languages? The phrase refers to a memorable incident from when King Belshazzar was
giving a party in Babylon. A trawl on the internet will reveal many of those known scripts. These new
symbolic variations were now considered to be 'of God' and Holy images sent by the messenger Angels. The
sacred names of God as we know them on Earth, are composed of the Archangelic alphabet known as the
ketav einayim, and also include the names of the angelic energies which themselves are serving the purpose
and function of being the middle tuning fork and thus the language itself. These alphabets appear in pop
culture time and time again; some of which you may recognize from movies. This new alphabet can be laid
out a variety of combinations or sounds to achieve a desired result.


